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The Perils of Protectionism:
Lost Opportunities for Small Businesses and the U.S. Economy
Summary. The U.S. economy remains mired in one of its longest periods of dismal
performance on record. Unfortunately, bad economic times often lead to bad economic
thinking, particularly among politicians. The Democratic and Republican presidential
candidates on the 2016 campaign trail have been railing against free trade, placing the
focus of our nation’s economic troubles on trade and globalism. The true culprits are
regulatory hyper-activism, increased taxes, unprecedented loose money, a more intrusive
and larger federal government, and ironically, a lack of leadership by the U.S. on reducing
barriers to international trade.
• Free Trade is an economic positive. In reality, free trade – that is, reducing governmental
barriers and costs to trade – is a positive for economic growth, and for increased
opportunity for U.S. entrepreneurs, small businesses and workers, as well as for expanding
choices and reducing costs for U.S. consumers. Indeed, free trade is critical to the health of
the U.S. economy, small businesses and workers.
• Trade central to U.S. growth. From 2000 to 2015, for example, the growth in real U.S.
exports equaled 22.5 percent of the growth in real GDP, and the expansion in real total
trade (i.e., exports plus imports) came in at 41.6 percent of real GDP growth. Also, consider
that in 1950, U.S. exports came in at 4.22 percent of GDP, imports registered 3.95 percent,
and total trade equaled 8.17 percent of GDP. In 2015, however, exports had jumped to
12.56 percent of GDP, imports to 15.53 percent, and total trade to 28.09 percent of the U.S.
economy.
• Vanquishing myths about international trade. Various trade myths are answered in this
report with the economic realities. For example, a prominent myth is that a trade deficit is
an economic negative. However, the data make clear that periods of higher economic
growth coincide with shrinking trade surpluses or mounting trade deficits, and slowdowns
and recessions coincide with declines in trade deficits. For example, the U.S. trade deficit
shrank dramatically during the 2007-2009 recession, and also declined during the
slowdown and recession in 1990-91. During the economic woes of 1979 to 1982, the trade
deficit again declined notably, even moving to a trade surplus for two of those years.
• Fewer incentives to move jobs abroad. There is the largely mistaken notion that free trade
agreements provide incentives to move jobs to other nations. In reality, it must be kept in
mind that U.S. trade barriers already are relatively low compared to other nations, so one
of the clear benefits of advancing free trade is to expand opportunities for U.S. businesses
and workers in the international market. That is, free trade accords actually provide
additional incentives to continue to operate or invest in U.S.-based operations, and take
advantage of improved export opportunities.
• Trade is about small business. Contrary to what some might assume, trade – on both the
export side and the import side –very much is about small business. According to the U.S.
Census Bureau: “Small- and medium-sized companies (those employing fewer than 500
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workers, including number of employees unknown) comprised 97.7 percent of all identified
exporters and 97.1 percent of all identified importers.” In addition: “Among companies
that both exported and imported in 2013, small- and medium-sized companies accounted
for 94.4 percent of such companies.” Zeroing in on very small firms, 37.1 percent of
exporters had less than 20 employees, and among importers, 42.6 percent also had less than
20 workers.
• Small business and trade with China and Mexico. Since trade with China and Mexico most
often comes under political fire, it’s important to note the role of small business. Among
U.S. firms exporting to China, 92.1 percent were small and mid-size companies with less
than 500 workers, and 36 percent had fewer than 20 workers. And as for exporting to
Mexico, 93.9 percent had less than 500 employees, and 31.6 percent less than 20 workers.
On the importing side, 96.3 percent of U.S. importers dealing with China had less than 500
workers, and 42.8 percent less than 20 workers. And among U.S. importers and Mexico,
86.9 percent had less than 500 employees, and 30.3 percent had less than 20 workers.
• Benefits of U.S. trade deals. As for particular trade accords, the U.S. has overwhelmingly
experienced solid-to-robust real growth in exports to 17 of the 20 nations with which we
have agreements. That includes a 275 percent real increase in U.S. merchandise exports to
Mexico since NAFTA went into effect.
• TPP and TTIP would be positive for small business. Looking ahead to the possibility of the
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership
(TTIP) becoming realities, such major steps to reduce trade barriers would be good news
for small business exporters. For example, 97 percent of U.S. companies exporting to TPP
nations are small and mid-size businesses with less than 500 workers, and 96 percent
exporting to the EU also are smaller firms.
• Major ills of protectionism. Given the protectionist rumblings on the presidential
campaign trail, it is essential to point out the damage that was done to the economy during
the last period of protectionism in the U.S. Trade suffered mighty blows from misguided
tariff measures passed in 1921 and 1922, and, most egregiously, the Smoot-Hawley Tariff
Act of 1930. Trade declined as the result of each. In fact, the Smoot-Hawley measure
triggered the Great Depression, and it took decades for trade to regain previous levels.
In the end, free trade reduces costs through the removal of trade barriers (such as tariffs
and quotas); expands choices for consumers; keeps U.S. firms competitive; and opens new
markets and opportunities for U.S. entrepreneurs, small business and workers. Meanwhile,
protectionism raises prices and limits choices for consumers; shields U.S. companies from
competition – creating an environment of reduced efficiency, fewer innovations and
inventions, and lower quality – and closes off international opportunities for U.S.
entrepreneurs and businesses as other nations retaliate, resulting in slower economic
growth and fewer jobs. Quite simply, Economics 101 and history tell us that playing with
protectionism creates many perils for U.S. entrepreneurs, small businesses and workers.
______________________________________________________________________________
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The Perils of Protectionism:
Lost Opportunities for Small Businesses and the U.S. Economy
Introduction
The U.S. economy remains mired in one of its longest periods of poor performance on record.
The last recession started in late 2007, lasted until mid-2009, and earned the moniker of the
“Great Recession.” That has been followed by one of the worst recoveries on record, with real
GDP growth averaging a mere 2.1 percent when we should be growing at more than double that
rate during a recovery/expansion period.
Unfortunately, bad economic times often lead to bad economic thinking, particularly among
politicians.
Consider that the causes of this dismal economic period are not mysterious. Regulatory hyperactivism, increased taxes, the threat of more taxes and regulations, unprecedented loose
monetary, a generally more intrusive and larger federal government, and ironically, a lack of
leadership by the U.S. in terms of reducing barriers to international trade have combined in
rather predictable fashion to restrain private-sector investment, entrepreneurship, productivity,
economic growth, income growth, and job creation. Toss in a failed public education system as
well that does not prepare individuals for life and work.
Yet, while these issues have cropped up in the political mix on Capitol Hill – for example,
Republicans in the U.S. House of Representatives in recent years have largely pushed an agenda
seeking to remedy many of these ills – the message being broadcast on the presidential campaign
trail is that free trade, or globalism, is largely the problem.
Politicians seeking votes in tough times by shifting blame to and feeding fears about foreigners is
not new. It’s also not unusual to hear politicians capitalizing and feeding on misconceptions
about how international trade actually works and the meaning of what’s measured regarding
international transactions. Indeed, real questions persist about whether these various political
leaders actually understand the meaning and implications of various trade data. In addition,
international economic issues provide an opportunity to blame so-called big business, claiming
that it is getting some special treatment and no one cares about the little guy.
In reality, though, protectionism – that is, increasing governmental barriers, such as tariffs and
quotas, to international trade – inflicts the most significant damage on the little guys, namely
consumers and small businesses.
Make no mistake, free trade – that is, reducing governmental barriers and costs to trade – is a
positive for economic growth, and for increased opportunity for U.S. entrepreneurs, small
businesses and workers, as well as for expanding choices and reducing costs for U.S. consumers.
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Protectionism on the Presidential Campaign Trail
Hillary Clinton
Hillary Clinton – the former First Lady, onetime U.S. senator from New York, and former
Secretary of State under Barack Obama – has a mixed record on trade. For example, she has flipflopped on the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) – a proposed trade accord between the U.S. and
11 other Pacific Rim nations.
As reported by Time, Clinton once favored the TPP but now stands opposed. In fact, as secretary
of state, Clinton spoke glowingly of the TPP, as The Washington Post reported, she said, “This
TPP sets the gold standard in trade agreements to open free, transparent, fair trade, the kind of
environment that has the rule of law and a level playing field. And when negotiated, this
agreement will cover 40 percent of the world’s total trade and build in strong protections for
workers and the environment.”
But more recently on the campaign trail, Clinton declared, “My message to every worker in
Michigan and across America is this: I will stop any trade deal that kills jobs or holds down
wages, including the Trans-Pacific Partnership. I oppose it now, I'll oppose it after the election,
and I'll oppose it as president.”
Also, The Wall Street Journal noted, “Mrs. Clinton has said she evaluates trade agreements on a
case-by-case basis, supporting some but not others. As a senator from New York, Mrs. Clinton
opposed a Central American Free Trade Agreement but supported deals with Australia,
Singapore and several other nations.”
Donald Trump
Donald Trump, a businessman and reality television star, has called for a 45 percent tariff on
imports from China as well as ending the NAFTA between the U.S., Canada and Mexico. His
sentiments on trade were expressed this way: “We don’t win at trade, China, everybody, Japan,
Mexico, Vietnam, India, name the country. Anybody we do business with beats us. We don’t win
at trade.”
Trump told the New York Times editorial board that he favored a 45 percent tariff on U.S.
imports from China. The Times reported the following: “‘I would tax China on products coming
in,’ Mr. Trump said. ‘I would do a tariff, yes — and they do it to us.’ Mr. Trump added that he’s
‘a free trader,’ but that ‘it’s got to be reasonably fair.’” Trump was quoted: “I would do a tax,
and the tax, let me tell you what the tax should be … the tax should be 45 percent.” He
subsequently left himself some wiggle room, according to an Associated Press story, on the size
of any such tariff.
In his Contract with the American Voter released on October 22, 2016, which outlines what he
will do in his first 100 days in office as President, Trump stated: “I will renegotiate NAFTA or
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withdraw from the deal under Article 2205.” In that same document he pledges to: announce
withdrawal from the Trans-Pacific Partnership, direct the Treasury Secretary to label China a
currency manipulator, and direct the Secretary of Commerce and U.S. Trade Representative to
“identify all foreign trading abuses that unfairly impact American workers and direct them to use
every tool under American and international law to end those abuses immediately.”
Trump apparently views any trade deficit as a negative. On March 10, 2016, The New York
Times reported: “Donald J. Trump’s blistering critique of American trade policy boils down to a
simple equation: Foreigners are ‘killing us on trade’ because Americans spend much more on
imports than the rest of the world spends on American exports. China’s unbalanced trade with
the United States, he said Tuesday night, is ‘the greatest theft in the history of the world.’” The
Times also noted: “Now Mr. Trump is bringing mercantilism back. The New York billionaire is
challenging the last 200 years of economic orthodoxy that trade among nations is good, and that
more is better. He is well on his way to becoming the first Republican nominee in nearly a
century who has called for higher tariffs, or import taxes, as a broad defense against low-cost
imports.”

The Role of Trade in the U.S. Economy
It’s striking and disturbing that the Democratic and Republican Party presidential candidates in
2016 are ignoring – or fail to understand – the increasing importance of trade to the U.S.
economy.
From 2000 to 2015, for example, the growth in real U.S. exports equaled 22.5 percent of the
growth in real GDP, and the expansion in real total trade (i.e., exports plus imports) came in at
41.6 percent of real GDP growth.
During the post-World War II era, as noted in Table 1, trade – exports, imports and total trade –
has increased its share or role in the U.S. economy. Consider that in 1950, U.S. exports came in
at 4.22 percent of GDP, imports registered 3.95 percent, and total trade equaled 8.17 percent of
GDP. In 2015, however, exports had jumped to 12.56 percent of GDP, imports to 15.53 percent,
and total trade to 28.09 percent of the U.S. economy.
It is also worth taking note that early in the last century, trade as a share of the economy was
significant as well. (More on the post-1920 trend in trade later.)
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Data Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, Historical Statistics of the United States, Colonial Times to 1970, and
the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, www.bea.gov.

Thinking About How Trade Works
Adam Smith – the eighteenth century father of modern economics – made historic strides in
establishing the benefits of free trade.
Prior to the publication of Adam Smith’s landmark book An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes
of the Wealth of Nations in 1776, mercantilism was the dominant school of thought on trade. In
summary, mercantilism called for protectionist measures so that a nation could accrue large
reserves of gold and silver. This meant that exports were encouraged and imports discouraged.
The balance of trade mattered most. Underlying mercantilism was the idea that no mutual
benefits existed in trading – somebody won and somebody lost in a zero-sum game.
Unfortunately, mercantilism seems to be the view on trade being embraced by the leading
presidential candidates in 2016.
Smith’s arguments began the destruction of any intellectual legitimacy mercantilism might
claim. For example, he noted: “Nothing, however, can be more absurd than this whole doctrine
of the balance of trade, upon which, not only these restraints, but almost all other regulations of
commerce are founded. When two places trade with one another, this doctrine supposes that if
the balance be even neither of them either loses or gains; but if it leans in any degree to one side,
that one of them loses, and the other gains in proportion to its declension from the exact
equilibrium. Both suppositions are false... But that trade which, without force or constraint, is
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naturally and regularly carried on between any two places, is always advantageous, though not
always equally so, to both.”
Later, Smith observed: “Every town and country ... in proportion as they have opened their ports
to all nations, instead of being ruined by this free trade, ... have been enriched by it.”
Ultimately, Smith made the case for free trade based on the concept of “absolute advantage.” He
wrote: “If a foreign country can supply us with a commodity cheaper than we ourselves can
make it, better buy it from them with some part of the produce of our own industry, employed in
a way in which we have some advantage.”
Economist David Ricardo followed on Smith’s heels in the early 19th century, moving beyond
“absolute advantage” as justification for unencumbered international trade to “comparative
advantage.” Comparative advantage is sometimes said to be counter-intuitive at first glance. But
in reality, it is straightforward.
Comparative advantage merely shows that countries, businesses and individuals boost economic
prosperity by producing the goods and services they are most efficient at producing, and then
trading to acquire the other goods and services they need and want. Even if one holds an absolute
advantage in a variety of areas, focusing on the endeavor where comparative advantage exists
(i.e., where efficiency is maximized) and then trading with others creates a scenario where all
prosper.
A simple example always helps to drive home the concept of comparative advantage. A doctor
may not only be a great heart surgeon, but also excels at managing patient records. In fact, this
heart surgeon may hold an absolute advantage in both surgery and managing patient records.
However, the doctor will still hire office staff because he holds a comparative advantage in
surgery. The doctor prospers, as does his staff, due the trade they make.
The concept of comparative advantage applies for individuals, entrepreneurs and businesses in
the domestic economy, and across borders in the realm of international trade.

Myths About Trade
Jobs. Unfortunately, assorted myths cloud the benefits of free trade. The most widely asserted
myth is that free trade costs jobs for Americans. The argument goes that low-wage foreign
workers take away U.S. jobs. While particular jobs may be lost due to more open international
trade, overall economic growth and job creation clearly are enhanced. Opponents of free trade
essentially subscribe to a zero-sum view of the world. In that view, only so many jobs exist to be
divvied up among the masses. But, of course, this is not the way the economy functions. And due
to 95 percent of consumers lying outside the U.S. and the incentives under comparative
advantage, trade expands opportunities, boosts income and growth, and therefore, expands job
creation.
Another key fallacy of protectionists is their assertion that buying imports costs U.S. jobs. Once
again, they forget their basic economics. Another economist of the early nineteenth century,
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Jean-Baptiste Say, observed simply and accurately that “products are always bought ultimately
with products.” This is known as “Say’s Law,” and from it we understand that in the market
economy, one must produce marketable goods or services in order to be able to purchase goods
or services, including imports. In essence, expanding imports corresponds with expanding
domestic production.
Wages. Along similar lines is the myth claiming that American wages suffer because U.S.
workers must compete against low-wage workers in places like China and Mexico. This myth
not only ignores comparative advantage, but also fails to grasp how wages are determined.
Namely, U.S. workers rank among the highest paid in the world because they rank among the
most productive workers due to education, skill levels, and the level of capital investment.
Imports and GDP. Let’s also get straight the basics on measuring imports and GDP. Imports are
subtracted from GDP not because they are somehow negatives for the economy and growth.
They are subtracted to avoid distorting GDP numbers. Consumption numbers in GDP already
include consumption of imported goods and services. And in terms of GDP investment numbers,
again, they include both domestic and foreign capital goods. The same also goes for government
consumption and investment. Indeed, keep in mind that even when it comes to exports, those
products can be made with goods that were imported. So, since imports are already counted in
these other GDP measures, if imports were not then subtracted, GDP would be overstated. That
is, gross domestic product is about domestic output, and imports do not directly affect GDP.
Trade Deficit. Flowing from the imports-are-bad idea, another prominent myth about
international trade is that a trade deficit necessarily is a negative economic indicator for a nation.
As noted, Mr. Trump subscribes to this myth. David Ricardo must be rolling over in his grave.
Unfortunately, the media regularly reports an increase in the nation’s trade deficit as a worsening
in the nation’s trade position. In a fit of convoluted economic reasoning, some protectionists
even translate trade deficits into job losses.
In reality, more often than not, a trade deficit signals robust economic growth and opportunity.
Throughout U.S. history, periods of higher economic growth coincide with shrinking trade
surpluses or mounting trade deficits, and slowdowns and recessions line up with declines in trade
deficits. For example, the U.S. trade deficit shrank dramatically during the 2007-2009 recession,
and also declined during the slowdown and recession in 1990-91. During the economic woes of
1979 to 1982, the trade deficit again declined notably, even moving to a trade surplus for two of
these years. In contrast, periods of solid growth have seen the trade deficit expand, such as
during 1982 to 1986, 1996 to 2000, and 2002 to 2006.
Why does this happen? The answer basically is two-fold. First, a current account trade deficit
(i.e., a deficit in terms of goods and services) means there must be a capital account surplus (i.e.,
a surplus in terms of investment moving into and out of the U.S.). That is, foreigners are
viewing the nation favorably in terms of investment opportunities. Second, as an economy
expands, consumption naturally increases. Therefore, economic growth leads to greater imports –
both for consumption and production purposes.
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Shifting Jobs. Finally, there is the largely mistaken notion that free trade agreements provide
incentives to move jobs to other nations. In reality, it must be kept in mind that U.S. trade
barriers already are relatively low compared to other nations, so one of the clear benefits of
advancing free trade is to expand opportunities for U.S. businesses and workers in the
international marketplace. It is critical to understand that free trade agreements generally do not
provide additional incentives for U.S. businesses to, for example, move operations and/or
workers to other nations, given that reducing trade barriers imposed by other nations reduces
the costs of exporting from the U.S. to those countries. Rather, free trade accords actually
provide additional incentives to continue to operate or invest in U.S.-based operations, and take
advantage of improved export opportunities.

Free Trade in Action: Small Business and the Broader Economy Benefit
Contrary to what some might assume, trade – on both the export side and the import side – very
much is about small business.
Consider that, according to the U.S. Census Bureau, in 2014 (latest data): “Small- and mediumsized companies (those employing fewer than 500 workers, including number of employees
unknown) comprised 97.7 percent of all identified exporters and 97.1 percent of all identified
importers.” In addition: “Among companies that both exported and imported in 2014, small- and
medium-sized companies accounted for 94.4 percent of such companies.”
Zeroing in on very small firms, 36.8 percent of exporters had less than 20 employees and 47.2
percent less than 50 workers. Among importers, 42.6 percent also had less than 20 workers and
53.1 percent less than 50 employees.
And since trade with China and Mexico most often come under political fire, it’s important to
recognize the role of small business. Among U.S. firms exporting to China, 92.1 percent were
small and mid-size companies with less than 500 workers, and 36 percent had fewer than 20
workers. And as for exporting to Mexico, 93.9 percent had less than 500 employees, and 31.6
percent less than 20 workers.
On the importing side, 96.3 percent of U.S. importers dealing with China had less than 500
workers, and 42.8 percent less than 20 workers. And among U.S. importers and Mexico, 86.9
percent had less than 500 employees, and 30.3 percent had less than 20 workers.
And as noted in a November 2014 study (“U.S. Trading Companies 2012”) from the
International Trade Administration:
• “Unlike larger companies, most SMEs do not possess offshore business affiliates that can be
used to overcome trade barriers and gain market access. In 2012, 90 percent of all SME exporters
sold overseas from a single U.S. location, while only 11 percent of large firms that export are
single-location companies.”
• “While NAFTA partners remain the largest markets for U.S. exports, other free trade partners
are also important markets for SMEs. In 2012, U.S. SMEs exported $181.2 billion of goods to
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FTA partners, led by exports to Mexico, Canada, South Korea, Singapore, Australia, and Chile.
Among these markets, SMEs accounted for more than half of the total goods export value to
Jordan, Nicaragua, and Guatemala, and more than 40 percent of the goods export share to
Morocco, El Salvador, Honduras, and the Dominican Republic.”
Regarding the employment impact of free trade, the overall data point to increased employment
due to expanded opportunities, as well as trade-related jobs paying more than the average.
Consider the following:
• It was found in a September 2014 ITA report (“Jobs Supported by State Exports 2013”), “In
2013, exports of goods and services directly and indirectly supported an estimated 11.3 million
U.S. jobs. Goods exports which consist of manufactured products, agricultural products, natural
resources, and used/ second hand products supported 7.1 million jobs while the export of
services accounted for the remaining 4.2 million jobs supported nationally.”
• In an earlier ITA study (“ Do Jobs in Export Industries Still Pay More? And Why?”), it was
reported, “We estimate that exports contribute an additional 18% to workers’ earnings on
average in the U.S. manufacturing sector. This export earnings premium is an employmentweighted average across the industries and occupation categories analyzed in this study.” In
addition, the impact of trade barriers is negative on earnings: “Foreign tariffs reduce the export
shares of U.S. manufacturing industries. As a result, they may reduce the earnings of workers by
up to 12%, depending on the magnitude of the foreign tariffs that the industry faces. The impact
of foreign tariffs on earnings is greatest for workers in the beverages and tobacco, food products,
and apparel industries.”
• The Office of the U.S. Trade Representative reported that in 2014, 11.7 million jobs were
supported by U.S. exports.
• Meanwhile, the Business Roundtable found in an October 2014 study: “Today, nearly 40
million U.S. jobs depend on trade. This means that more than one in every five U.S. jobs is
linked to exports and imports of goods and services. Nearly three times as many jobs were
supported by trade in 2013 as in 1992 – before the accelerated wave of trade liberalization that
began with the implementation of the North American Free Trade Agreement in 1994 – when
our earlier research found that trade supported 14.5 million jobs, or one in every ten U.S. jobs.”
• A recent report on the benefits of free trade from the Heritage Foundation also noted the
following regarding the issue of trade and jobs: “No credible economic study has ever
documented net U.S. job losses resulting from imports. Trade—like technology—destroys some
jobs but creates others. According to Heritage Foundation research, over half a million American
jobs—in fields such as transportation, wholesale, retail, construction, and finance—are supported
by imports of clothes and toys from China alone. The dollars that Americans save by importing
products are spent and invested elsewhere in the U.S. economy, creating new jobs; the dollars
that foreign businesses earn from selling their goods to Americans are spent on U.S. exports or
invested in the U.S. economy, also creating new American jobs.”
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As for particular trade accords, the U.S. has overwhelmingly experienced solid-to-robust real
growth in exports to 17 of the 20 nations with which we have agreements. This can be seen in the
data regarding U.S. real exports to each of the 20 nations with which we have free trade
agreements, from the year before the trade accord was put into effect to 2015. (Note:
merchandise trade data from the U.S. Census Bureau.)

Table 2: Growth in Real U.S. Exports to U.S. FTA Nations
Country
Australia
Bahrain
Canada
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Dominican Republic
El Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Israel
Jordan
Mexico
Morocco
Nicaragua
Oman
Panama
Peru
Singapore
South Korea

Date Range Growth in Real U.S. Exports
2005-2015
34.6%
2005-2015
204.3%
1988-2015
121.2%
2003-2015
351.7%
2011-2015
8.3%
2008-2015
-2.1%
2006-2015
15.2%
2005-2015
47.2%
2005-2015
73.3%
2005-2015
34.9%
1984-2015
292.2%
2001-2015
207.8%
1993-2015
274.5%
2005-2015
180.3%
2005-2015
68.3%
2008-2015
54.6%
2011-2015
-10.6%
2008-2015
28.8%
2003-2015
12.4%
2011-2015
-5.8%

In all but three cases, growth in U.S. exports has been solid. That translates into expanded
opportunity and growth for the small businesses that overwhelmingly populate the U.S.
exporting sector.
By the way, a drop off in U.S. exports is about the economic specifics in certain nations, and is
not about trade agreements but rather specifics about those particular nations. For example, in the
case of U.S. exports to South Korea declining, that’s about the Korean economy underperforming for several years now.
Looking ahead to the possibility of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and the Transatlantic
Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) becoming realities, such major steps to reducing trade
barriers again would be good news for small business exporters. A couple of points from the ITA
report drive this home:
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• “In 2012, nearly 177,000 U.S. companies exported goods to countries in the proposed TPP
agreement, of which more than 171,000 were SMEs. While TPP covers some markets where the
U.S. already has a trade agreement, this group also includes Japan, the 4th largest market for
SME exports in 2012. In addition, exports from U.S. SMEs account for more than 40 percent of
total known U.S. goods exports to both Vietnam and New Zealand.”
• “TTIP would potentially reduce trade barriers between the U.S. and the 28 European Union
markets, including several major markets for U.S. exporters. In 2012, nearly 97,000 companies
exported goods to the EU, of which nearly 93,000 were SMEs. The European Union also
accounted for $71.3 billion in SME goods exports that year.”
So, 97 percent of U.S. companies exporting to TPP nations are SMEs, and 96 percent exporting
to the EU also are SMEs with less than 500 workers.
Regarding the TPP, it was on October 5, 2015, that the U.S. and 11 other Pacific nations –
Australia, Brunei Darussalam, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru,
Singapore, and Vietnam – announced the agreement. As the Office of the U.S. Trade
Representative (USTR) noted, the TPP effort is mainly focused on eliminating or reducing “tariff
and non-tariff barriers across substantially all trade in goods and services and covers the full
spectrum of trade, including goods and services trade and investment, so as to create new
opportunities and benefits for our businesses, workers, and consumers.”
In fact, the TPP would eliminate more than 18,000 taxes, i.e., tariffs, on U.S. exports, including
in manufacturing, agriculture, automotive, and information and computer technology sectors.
Indeed, it is important to understand that, as has been the case with many other free trade
agreements, the U.S. already has low trade barriers, and the primary benefits come from other
nations reducing their trade barriers to U.S. products. As The New York Times reported, “Eighty
percent of those nations’ exports to the United States are already duty-free, officials say, while
American products face assorted barriers in those countries that would end.”
For good measure, the TPP focuses on, among other matters, enhancing intellectual property
rights and protections. Again, the USTR highlighted, “TPP’s Intellectual Property (IP) chapter
covers patents, trademarks, copyrights, industrial designs, geographical indications, trade secrets,
other forms of intellectual property, and enforcement of intellectual property rights, as well as
areas in which Parties agree to cooperate. The IP chapter will make it easier for businesses to
search, register, and protect IP rights in new markets, which is particularly important for small
businesses.”
As for the overall economy, the importance of trade between these nations should not be
underestimated. After all, the TPP nations account for nearly 40 percent of global GDP.
And as for the TPP market and the U.S., the USTR summed up, “As a group, the TPP countries
are the largest goods and services export market of the United States. U.S. goods exports to TPP
countries totaled $698 billion in 2013, representing 44 percent of total U.S. goods exports. U.S.
exports of agricultural products to TPP countries totaled $63 billion in 2013, 42 percent of total
U.S. agricultural exports. U.S. private services exports totaled $172 billion in 2012 (latest data
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available), 27 percent of total U.S. private services exports to the world. America’s small- and
medium-sized enterprises alone exported $247 billion to the Asia-Pacific in 2011 (latest data
available).”
Again, all of this obviously is crucial to small and medium-size businesses that overwhelmingly
populate the trade arena. In fact, a chapter of the TPP is focused on smaller businesses, with the
USTR summing the content up this way: “TPP Parties have a shared interest in promoting the
participation of small- and medium-sized enterprises in trade and to ensure that small- and
medium-sized enterprises share in the benefits of the TPP. Complementing the commitments
throughout other chapters of the TPP on market access, paperwork reduction, Internet access,
trade facilitation, express delivery and others, the Small- and Medium-Sized Enterprise chapter
includes commitments by each TPP Party to create a user-friendly websites targeted at smalland medium-sized enterprise users to provide easily accessible information on the TPP and ways
small firms can take advantage of it, including description of the provisions of TPP relevant to
small- and medium-sized enterprises; regulations and procedures concerning intellectual
property rights; foreign investment regulations; business registration procedures; employment
regulations; and taxation information.”

The Perils of Protectionism
Given protectionist rumblings on the presidential campaign trail, it is well worth taking a
moment to point out the damage that was done to the economy during the last period of severe
protectionism in the U.S.
Trade suffered some mighty blows from misguided tariff measures passed in 1921 and 1922 (the
Emergency Tariff Act of 1921 and the Fordney-McCumber Tariff Act of 1922) and, most
egregiously, the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act of 1930. U.S. exports and imports were hit hard. For
example, in 1920, U.S. exports registered $10.3 billion (after having reached a then-all-time high
of $10.8 billion in 1919), after experiencing a fairly steady rise from less than $900 million in
1895. By 1922, U.S. exports had plummeted by 52% to less than $5 billion. Subsequently,
exports resumed growing, and topped $7 billion in 1929.
With the passage of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act, global trade collapsed. Just from 1929 to
1930, U.S. exports dropped 23%, and by 1933, U.S. exports had declined by 66% versus 1929
levels. U.S. exports would not top the $10 billion mark again (in nominal terms) until 1942.
Meanwhile, U.S. imports followed a similar path, that is, peaking in 1920, falling dramatically in
1921, resuming growth during the rest of the 1920s, plunging during the period of 1930 to 1932,
and not reaching 1920 levels until 1947 (again, in nominal terms).
By the way, more than a thousand economists signed a petition warning that if the SmootHawley measure was signed into law, it would bring about economic disaster. President Herbert
Hoover signed the measure anyway, and even defended it in 1932 when running for re-election.
The Smoot-Hawley-Hoover tariff measure was a key cause of the Great Depression. In fact, as
noted in Table 1, it would take decades for trade to recover and reach the share of the U.S.
economy it had experienced in 1920. After World War II, trade talks led to a fairly steady
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decline in trade barriers around the world, though not without setbacks and roadblocks along the
way.

Conclusion
Politicians are playing with fire when talking about hiking the costs of trade.
Indeed, a recent report by the Peterson Institute for International Economics summed up the
effects of the trade agendas being offered on the presidential campaign trail as follows:
“Make no mistake, the proposed trade policies of both Hillary Clinton and Donald J. Trump, the
2016 Democratic and Republican Party candidates for president, would deeply harm the
American economy. Furthermore, they would primarily hurt average American households on
modest incomes, and especially many of the individuals and communities that were already hard
hit by the crisis. Curbing trade will worsen rather than solve the problem of American income
stagnation by reducing families’ purchasing power, and by further slowing productivity growth.
In fact, our analysis shows the recession that the belligerent trade policies proposed by Trump
would cause would devastate viable American businesses and their vicinities. Backing out of the
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) agreement with our allies, as both candidates currently promise
to do, would weaken our alliances in Asia, and embolden our rivals, thus eroding American
national security.”
However, in the midst of presidential candidates railing against trade, it was interesting to see the
latest Gallup poll gauging Americans’ views on trade released in late February 2016. Gallup
reported: “A majority of Americans (58%) continue to see foreign trade as an opportunity for
economic growth through increased U.S. exports, while about one in three (34%) see such trade
as a threat to the economy.” Interestingly, 63 percent of Democrats and independents view trade
as an opportunity, while only 50 percent of Republicans do. Those numbers stand in general
contrast to recent political history, with Republicans generally favoring free trade and Democrats
standing opposed.
In the end, free trade reduces costs through enhanced competition and the removal of trade
barriers (such as tariffs and quotas); expands choices for consumers; keeps U.S. firms
competitive; and opens new markets and opportunities for U.S. entrepreneurs, small businesses
and workers.
Meanwhile, protectionism raises prices and limits choices for consumers; shields U.S. companies
from competition – creating an environment of reduced efficiency, fewer innovations and
inventions, and lower quality – and closes off international opportunities for U.S. entrepreneurs
and businesses as other nations retaliate, resulting in slower economic growth and fewer jobs.
Again, when protectionism last held sway during the presidency of Herbert Hoover, worldwide
economic depression resulted.
Quite simply, Economics 101 and history tell us that playing with protectionism creates many
perils for U.S. entrepreneurs, small businesses and workers.
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